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Look inside to discover:
12 reasons why more and more investors trust 
AbleTrend to make their trading decisions. See 
how people use AbleTrend as a safety measure to effectively 
protect their assets during volatile markets. (See page 2)

Turning crisis into opportunity. Volatility can 
be the key to BIG WEALTH AT GREAT SPEED! 
AbleTrend is designed to seek profits in volatile markets with 
managed risk. See how AbleTrend performed across the 
board, including stocks, commodities, futures, options, the 
E-minis, the ETFs, and Forex before and during this once-in-a-
century financial crisis. (See page 3)

How you can attend a FREE interactive webinar. 
Bring your own symbols and find out what AbleTrend says 
about your positions. Learn if any buy/sell signals have oc-
curred. Identify support and resistance levels. Whether day 
trading, swing trading, or position trading, see results on the 
spot. (See page 6)

Interviews with AbleTrend users. 
Go behind the scenes with real traders who discuss their real 
trading experiences with AbleTrend in today’s market condi-
tions. (See page 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8)

And so much more…

Now You Can Subscribe to a Test Drive of AbleTrend 7.0 With FREE One-on-One Consultation

“The Current Financial Crisis  
Offers the Absolute BEST  

Conditions For Trading, Lots of 
Movement, Which Provides  

Unprecedented Opportunities.” 
— Dr. John Meyer, GA

(See page 5)

“With the Higher Volatility  
and 300-500 Point Dow Moves  

in a Day, My Day Trading Profits  
Are Approximately 4 Times  

Higher Than in 2007” 
— Jim Kane, TX

(See page 4)

Get Started Today!
Call Free (888) 272-1688
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Why More and More Investors Trust 
AbleTrend to Make Their Trading Decisions

1. buy on bLue
2. sell on reD
3. seek PrOFIT
Simplicity and ease of use —

that’s what makes AbleTrend popular.



12 reasons Why More and More 
Investors Trust AbleTrend To 
Make Their Trading Decisions

1AbleTrend identifies trend changes 
instantly with colors

Here are two charts with the same data. The chart on the top is a 
plain chart. AbleTrend is added to the chart on the bottom.

AbleTrend charts are color-coded to show resistance and support 
levels — and specific buy and sell signals — that tell you exactly 
what to do … and when.

1. Buy on bLue.
2. Sell on reD.
3. Seek more PrOFIT. 

Simplicity and ease of use —
that’s what makes AbleTrend popular.

2 based on a scientific, break-through 
formula, AbleTrend is applicable to ALL 

markets (an impossible challenge for curve-
fitting methods)
Dr. Wang’s AbleTrend software reveals the universal law of the market, 
showing you the most probable course the market will take in the 
future. Proprietary indicators set optimal stops to minimize potential 
losses and protect profits. AbleTrend 7.0 works in every market – and 
every time frame. Beware of programs designed to trade only one 
particular market within a particular time interval – for instance, a 
system that only trades the E-mini S&P 2-minute chart. Reason: there 

21.888.272.1688
See disclaimer on page 3

is a very high likelihood that the program is curve-fitting the historical 
data. A program based on curve fitting is worthless. Why? Financial 
markets are dynamic and constantly changing. Only algorithms based 
on timeless and universal market principles work in today’s markets – 
and in all markets, all the time.

3 An added margin of risk 
management: AbleTrend’s  

 dynamic intelligent stops
AbleTrend 7.0 tells you where to place protective stops as a defense 
measure to preserve gains or limit losses. AbleTrend 7.0 software uses 
principle-based “intelligent” stops — stops defined by the market’s own 
support and resistance levels. On a chart, the software indicates where 
to place stops with small blue dots below the bars for buy positions, 
and small red dots above the bars for sell positions. These intelligent 
stops are dynamic and automatically adjusted by the software as 
prices change. A built-in feedback loop retrieves the data for market 
direction, price range, and momentum. Because the stops are 
determined by actual market conditions, they are objective, reliable, 
back-testable, and safe to use in real-world trading.

4  real-Time Autoscan
Through the years, traders have expressed their wish to 
perform AutoScan in real-time. Now with AbleTrend 7.0, this 
dream of many traders comes true. You will be able to receive 
instant alerts for your day trading! Gerry Wollert commented  
“The AbleTrend AutoScan feature enables me to quickly roll 
through over 200 potential ETFs in less than 5 minutes as I look 
for new trading opportunities.”



examples of How AbleTrend Performed before and 
During The Current and Historical Financial Crises

•• PAST RESULTS ARE NOT NECESSARILY INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS. FUTURES AND SECURITIES TRADING HAVE RISK OF LOSS AND MAY NOT BE SUITABLE FOR ALL PERSONS. USING STOPS MAY NOT REDUCE THE RISK OF 
LOSS IN TRADING. PAST RESULTS AND TESTIMONIAL OF PARTIAL ACTUAL ACCOUNT RESULTS DO NOT REPRESENT THE RESULTS OF ALL USERS OF THE SYSTEM AND ARE NOT INDICATIVE OF FUTURE PERFORMANCE OR SUCCESS. 
THE TESTIMONIALS IN THIS BROCHURE WERE PROVIDED WITHOUT COMPENSATION. ABLESYS BELIEVES THAT THEY ARE TRUE BASED ON THE REPRESENTATIONS OF THEIR USERS, BUT HAVE NOT INDEPENDENTLY VERIFIED 
THEM NOR HAVE THEY ATTEMPTED TO DETERMINE THE EXPERIENCES OF THE USERS AFTER THE TESTIMONIALS WERE GIVEN.
•• ALL CHARTS ARE HYPOTHETICAL AND NOT THE RESULTS OF AN ACTUAL ACCOUNT. HYPOTHETICAL PERFORMANCE RESULTS HAVE MANY INHERENT LIMITATIONS, SOME OF WHICH ARE DESCRIBED BELOW. NO REPRESENTA-
TION IS BEING MADE THAT ANY ACCOUNT WILL OR IS LIKELY TO ACHIEVE PROFITS OR LOSSES SIMILAR TO THOSE SHOWN. IN FACT, THERE ARE FREQUENTLY SHARP DIFFERENCES BETWEEN HYPOTHETICAL PERFORMANCE 
RESULTS AND THE ACTUAL RESULTS SUBSEQUENTLY ACHIEVED BY ANY PARTICULAR TRADING PROGRAM. 
•• ONE OF THE LIMITATIONS OF HYPOTHETICAL PERFORMANCE RESULTS IS THAT THEY ARE GENERALLY PREPARED WITH THE BENEFIT OF HINDSIGHT. IN ADDITION, HYPOTHETICAL TRADING DOES NOT INVOLVE FINANCIAL 
RISK, AND NO HYPOTHETICAL TRADING RECORD CAN COMPLETELY ACCOUNT FOR THE IMPACT OF FINANCIAL RISK IN ACTUAL TRADING. FOR EXAMPLE, THE ABILITY TO WITHSTAND LOSSES OR TO ADHERE TO A PARTICULAR 
TRADING PROGRAM IN SPITE OF TRADING LOSSES ARE MATERIAL POINTS WHICH CAN ALSO ADVERSELY AFFECT ACTUAL TRADING RESULTS. THERE ARE NUMEROUS OTHER FACTORS RELATED TO THE MARKETS IN GENERAL 
OR TO THE IMPLEMENTATION OF ANY SPECIFIC TRADING PROGRAM WHICH CANNOT BE FULLY ACCOUNTED FOR IN THE PREPARATION OF HYPOTHETICAL PERFORMANCE RESULTS AND ALL OF WHICH CAN ADVERSELY AFFECT 
ACTUAL TRADING RESULTS.
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5 AbleTrend creator, Dr. John 
Wang, is a Quantum Physical  

 Chemist and active trader
Dr. John Wang, CEO of AbleSys, holds an M.S. in quantum 
chemistry and a Ph.D. in physical chemistry. Dr. Wang has been 
an active trader since 1990. He is a registered Commodity 
Trading Advisor (CTA) with the Commodity Futures Trading 
Commission (CFTC). Dr. Wang notes: “Fundamental natural 
laws not only can be applied to the natural sciences, but also 
work in financial markets.”

6 Ablesys is a CTA firm registered 
with the CFTC since 1995

What is a CTA firm?
A CTA firm is a Commodity Trading Advisor (CTA) firm registered 
with the CFTC.

What is the CFTC?
The CFTC is a government regulatory body. Its mission is to 
protect market users and the public from fraud, manipulation, 
and abusive practices related to the sale of commodity and 
financial futures and options, and to foster open competitive 
and financially sound futures and option markets.

41.888.272.1688
See disclaimer on page 3

Mr. Jim Kane, How long have you been trading? 
I have been trading, on and off, for 20 years. Several times I got 
so frustrated that I switched to mutual funds, but that never 
went well.

How long have you been using AbleSys software? 
I have been using AbleSys software since early 2007.

What do you trade? 
Stocks, ETFs, plus some time decay option trades.

What is your occupation? 
I am a retired US Air Force dentist and am currently employed 
as a computer programmer.

How many other trading software programs did you 
use before using AbleTrend? 
I used many other trading software programs as well as 
numerous newsletters. I currently use Zacks research wizard 
to help me pick stocks to trade. Zacks suggests what stocks to 
trade and AbleSys tells me how to trade them.

In your opinion, what are the main differences 
between other software programs and AbleTrend? 
AbleSys software works in all markets, any time frame, long or 
short, without excuses. 

What is the most important factor in trading? How 
does AbleTrend help?
Risk management. AbleSys T2 indicator provides excellent 
stops as well as entry points.

Were you able to find good trades during the current 
financial crisis? Could you give an example? 
With the higher volatility and 300-500 point Dow moves in a 
day, my day trading profits are approximately 4 times higher 
than in 2007. 

Do you have the confidence to use AbleTrend in 
trading for years to come? 
Yes, if AbleSys software can handle the 2008 market, it can 
handle any market. 

Could you share some of the exciting trades that 
you’ve made? 
My best position trades were probably shorts in MTH, BC, and 
CC. They just kept going down. Stops based on the AbleSys T2 
indicator were good and helped me move in and out of the 
stocks to maximize gains. My first year of using AbleSys, 2007, 
was the first year in 20 years of investing in which I made more 
money trading than I made at my day job. On the long side, 
AbleSys T2 indicated trending stock behavior in WLT in Jan 
2008. I had a good run in WLT until early June.

With The Higher Volatility And 300-500 Point Dow Moves In A Day, My Day 
Trading Profits Are Approximately 4 Times Higher Than In 2007
Interview with Mr. Jim Kane – A Trader Using AbleSys Software

How to Protect Yourself From Fraud
It’s important to select trading software from companies with 
proper registration. AbleSys has been registered with the CFTC 
since 1995 with an excellent record. Before purchasing any 
trading software, check to see if the company offers a one-month 
trial. Normally, if the software does not work, the company will 
not offer a trial. Dishonest companies would prefer to collect 
thousands of dollars up front. Beware!

7 AbleTrend has won stocks & 
Commodities Magazine  

 reader’s Choice Awards for  
 13 years in a row
Only AbleTrend has won Stocks & Commodities magazine 
readers’ choice awards of triple trading systems for 13 years in 
a row, including stock trading systems, futures trading systems, 
and option trading systems. This is no small achievement. Every 
year, countless new trading software systems hit the market. 
AbleTrend has stood the test of time when others have bitten 
the dust. AbleSys does not make any outlandish claims – we 
don’t have to! Our countless satisfied users around the world are 
our best source of advertising.

Interviewed by Grace Wang, Head of Customer Relations, AbleSys December 2008
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Dr. Meyer, how long have you been trading? 
I’ve been trading in the futures markets for 10 years.

What do you trade? 
I day trade the S&P e-mini and trade FOREX.

What is your occupation? 
I am a radiologist (MD).

How many other trading software programs did you 
use before using AbleTrend? 
I have used several other software programs but none has 
the power of AbleTrend. Specifically, none of the others has 
the power to find trend changes early and reliably and then, 
to follow the market very precisely.

I have used Bill Williams’ “Profitunity” indicators but 
they are imprecise and tend to build a large pyramid that 
crashes against a position. I tried Advanced GET, but Elliot 
wave trading does not follow a market and tries to impose a 
“wave” pattern. Elliot wave experts admit that this “wave” 
pattern does not actually exist in a market 40 to 50% of 
the time. I tried using other Elliot wave trading programs 
but the same problem exists. No one can impose upon the 
market. The market tells the trader what it is doing . I used 
Kwikpop indicators, including their “special proprietary 
indicators,” but there are too many indicators and the 
charts are cluttered.

I tried all the standard indicators, which are packaged in 
trading software, but they are confusing. I tried using CQG 
with some of their add-ons including those of Tom Demark, 
but there are too many things to watch. CQG has the best 
support and charting app but AbleTrend is simple to use 
and gives a true picture of what is happening and likely to 
happen.

I have used John Ehlers cycle finding methods, but they are 
similar to Elliot wave software in that they try to impose 
themselves upon the market rather than let market show 
what it is actually doing. A trader does have to have 
knowledge of the market and chart patterns, but I find that 
AbleTrend is MORE RELIABLE than my personal reading of 
the charts most of the time.

In your opinion, what are the main differences 
between other software programs and AbleTrend? 
Abletrend can find a trend very early. One of the other 
main differences between other software programs and 
AbleTrend is that AbleTrend has the truest dynamic support 
and resistance indicators that I have seen (trend 2). These 
indicators work fine with default settings. AbleTrend lets 

a trade develop and controls potential losses well. A trade 
needs to “BREATHE”. The market tells the trader where it is 
going so that he or she can confidently follow it and make 
money. The program does this in real time better than a 
human can!

What are the most important factors in trading?  
How does AbleTrend help? 
I have found that the most important things in trading are: 
(1) Finding the trend early, (2)Entering on retracements to 
control losses, and (3) SUPPORT and RESISTANCE in real 
time. It is also important to STAY IN THE TREND until the 
market takes you out. You can scale out when you meet 
a target if you like. AbleTrend shows me how to do these 
things with precise accuracy and elegant simplicity. One 
additional very important thing is AbleTrend helps one 
to control one’s emotions and (often wrong) “gut” feelings 
about the patterns. AbleTrend gives one confidence to enter 
and exit positions. AbleTrend gives one confidence to STAY 
IN a position.

Were you able to find good trades during the current 
financial crisis? Could you give an example? 
The current financial crisis offers the absolute BEST 
conditions for trading, lots of movement ( volatility ) , which 
provides unprecedented opportunities. I have attached two 
examples of AbleTrend giving buy/sell/stop signals on the 
TradeStation platform.

Do you have the confidence to use AbleTrend in 
trading for years to come?
Yes.  Because AbleTrend is not a curve fitting software, it 
facilitates a trader to build reliable trading skills to follow 
the market objectively, therefore I have the confidence 
to use AbleTrend to make a good living day trading and 
position trading. I love the markets and I love trading. 

“The Current Financial Crisis Offers the Absolute 
BEST Conditions For Trading, Lots of Movement, 
which provides unprecedented opportunities.”
Interview with Dr. John Meyer – A Trader Using AbleTrend 7.0

Interviewed by Grace Wang, Head of Customer Relations, AbleSys December 2008 
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8 For the cost of one system  
(real-time Deluxe), AbleTrend  

 empowers you to trade all  
 markets, in all time frames
There are trading software companies that sell their software 
on a module-by-module basis. For example, if you trade stocks, 
and a few different commodities, you would need to pay a fee 
for stocks and for each commodity. That could quickly add up to 
tens of thousands of dollars. However, with AbleTrend, you only 
have to buy one system to cover all your trading needs. There’s 
no need to shell out big bucks for a different system for each and 
every market and style you trade. Once you learn how to trade 
one market, you will know how to trade every other market 
with AbleTrend. AbleTrend knows no bounds; it goes wherever 
the profit can be found. With today’s global economy and great 
volatility, opportunities abound.

9 Free one-on-one consultation 

In today’s fast changing global market environment, having a 
million dollars in your account does not necessarily mean security. 
Rather, true security comes from possessing a winning system 
and the skills to manage your assets – profitably and prudently – 
especially in volatile markets like we’re currently seeing.

To have a private consultant for building a life-time skill in managing 
your own financial assets could be expensive – very expensive. 
That’s why our value-added one-on-one consultation service 
makes owning AbleTrend software a cannot-miss opportunity.

So don’t wait another day to discover the power of 
AbleTrend 7.0 for yourself. To activate your 30-day trial 
immediately, call us toll-free at 888-272-1688 now.
Or visit: www.ablesys.com
Or complete and mail the reply form on page 8 today.

10 Ablesys offers interactive 
webinars every day

register Free at: www.ablesys.com
6 Webinars for the general public are held Mondays at  

4 pm, Wednesdays at 7 pm, and Fridays at 2 pm EST. 
6 Continuing education webinars for members only  

are held Tuesdays and Thursdays. 

Bring your own symbols and find out what AbleTrend 7.0 says 
about your positions. Learn if any buy/sell signals have occurred. 
Identify support levels. And get the answers instantly! Whether 
you trade stocks, commodities, FOREX, the E-minis, or the ETFs . . . 
whether you prefer day trading, swing trading, or position trading 
. . . you will see results on the spot.

11 Ablesys offers a 30-day  
“Test drive” of the  

 AbleTrend 7.0 software 
The only way to determine whether AbleTrend 7.0 fits your trading 
style is to try it. That’s why, for a limited time only, we invite you to 
“test drive” AbleTrend 7.0 for the next 30 days at a special price 
(see page 8). Trade with AbleTrend 7.0 for up to one full month 
– either with real money or on paper. Keep track of your win-and-
loss record . . . and your profits. Then evaluate our system and the 
results you get using it. We would not offer this 30-day trial if we 
weren’t certain that you will love AbleTrend once you give it a try.  
We do not want you to become an AbleTrend user unless you are 
really convinced that it will help you make money in the markets.

When you sign up to test drive AbleTrend 7.0, you will not only see 
how powerful the software is in action, but you will also receive 
friendly customer support. AbleTrend users tell us our support is 
the best in the industry. You can call us toll-free at 1-888-272-1688 
for assistance, including one-on-one phone consultation. Our 
daily interactive webinars are another excellent resource for your 
ongoing training. 

See disclaimer on page 3

Interviewed by Grace Wang, Head of Customer Relations, AbleSys February 2009

Dr. Saff, how long have you been trading  
and what is your occupation?
I have been trading in the stock market for 30 years. I trade 
stocks, options and mutual funds. I am a retired physician who 
has taken a secondary occupation in trading.  I have become a 
financial adviser for the past 8 years.

How many other trading software programs did you 
use before using AbleTrend? 
I  used a number of programs before I selected Ablesys software. 
The programs that I used in the past are AIQ, Wizetrade, and 
Bestchoice. None of them was as effective as Ablesys. The major 
difference is that in any time frame,  intraday, daily, or weekly, 
Ablesys  provides almost pinpoint buy and sell points. It  enables 
me to see the exact support and resistance areas,  making trading 
more accurate. 

How are you doing with the current market situation?
As this past ten months of financial crisis spread, many people 

have lost between 25 - 80% of their equity holdings. I am pleased 
to say that I have preserved ALL my capital and also my clients’ 
capital. In many instances, my clients place their life savings 
with me and entrust me to preserve their investments. Using the 
Ablesys trading software, I have been guided to stay out of the 
stock market since December of 2007. Both weekly and monthly 
charts of AbleSys software gave specific sell signals long before this 
crisis happened. It did not require any complex interpretation; it 
simply and graphically demonstrated the downtrend. My clients 
and I are indeed grateful.

Do you have the confidence to use AbleTrend in trading 
for years to come?
Due to the nature of the Ablesys program, I  foresee using 
Ablesys both currently and in the years to come.  It has proven 
to be an accurate program under all market conditions. As an 
example,  I  traded the inverse ETFs DXD and QLD in the month 
of January.  AbleSys clearly guided me to capture and profit from 
the downward movement in the market.

Both Weekly And Monthly Charts Of Ablesys Software Gave Specific Sell Signals Long Before  
This Crisis Happened  Interview with Dr. Harvey Saff – A Trader Using AbleTrend 7.03INTERVIE
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$5 Per Trade Special Commission And Real-Time Data for  
TD AmERITRADE and AbleSys mutual Customers*

AbleSys Corporation proudly announces that we have 
now teamed up with TD AmERITRADE!

With this new relationship, AbleTrend 7.0 has integrated its Data and Auto Order Execution (AOE) modules into the TD 
AMERITRADE platform, resulting in these special benefits for mutual customers of TD AMERITRADE and AbleSys:

$5/trade special commission rate for  
Internet equity trades with a $2,000  
account (normal rate is $9.99 per trade)*

Real-Time U.S. stock data*

Auto Order Execution (AOE) with the  
TD AMERITRADE order system Traders can  
use TD AMERITRADE and AbleTrend 7.0  
side-by-side for assistance with making  
critical trading decisions

Take a One-Month Trial of  AbleTrend 7.0  
today, go to www.ablesys.com/37

Open a special account with  
TD AMERITRADE with $5/trade commission  
and real time data, go to  
www.ablesys.com/55

Take advantage of this introductory promotion now.

TD AMERITRADE, Inc. and Ablesys are separate, affiliated companies and 
are not responsible for each other’s services and products. Brokerage services 
provided exclusively by TD AMERITRADE, Inc., member SIPC.

*Offer valid for individuals who open a new TD AMERITRADE account and 
fund with a minimum deposit of $2,000 or more within 45 days. Internet 
equity trades are $5 for market or limit orders during the 12-month introduc-
tory period. IVR trades will be $5 for market or limit orders. Broker assisted 
trades will be $24.99 for a market order or $29.99 for a limit order during 
this period. Commission rates are valid 12 months from qualifying deposit 
of $2,000 or more. At the conclusion of the 12-month introductory period, 
Internet equity trades will be $9.99 for market or limit orders, IVR trades will 
be $34.99 for market or limit orders, and Broker assisted trades will be $44.99 
for market or limit orders. Your new account must remain opened and funded 
for 9 months. Offer not valid for internal transfers or with any other offer. 
Offer not valid with IRA or other tax-exempt accounts. Offer not valid for TD 
AMERITRADE Investing accounts using the Ameritvest service. Offer not valid 
for accounts managed by independent investment advisors and maintained by 
TD AMERITRADE Institutional. Limit one offer per client/account type. Offer 
is not transferable. TD AMERITRADE reserves the right to restrict or revoke 
this offer at any time. This is not an offer or solicitation in any jurisdiction 
where we are not authorized to do business.

TD AMERITRADE, Inc., member FINRA/SIPC. TD AMERITRADE is a trademark jointly 
owned by TD AMERITRADE IP Company, Inc. and The Toronto-Dominion Bank. © 2008 
TD AMERITRADE IP Company, Inc. All rights reserved. Used with permission.
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How long have you been using AbleSys software? 
What strategy do you use?
I started with AbleSys back in 2004. I started with a 30-day 
trial and liked the software. It was easy to use and set-up. In 
2007, with the release of the new AbleTrend 7.0 version, I was 
empowered to create my own rule-based strategy with back-
testing without writing programming codes.  I was able to 
develop my own fully mechanical system with AbleTrend 7.0 
for the Forex market. I now use my own system to manage 
clients’ funds.

What is your occupation?
I am now a licensed CTA and I manage money for clients full-
time. I owned and operated a finance company that originated 
residential and commercial loans.

What are the main differences between AbleSys and 
other programs?
I use AbleSys in a fully mechanical way, optimized for each 
market. It is like no other program. I am always in the market, 
either long or short, as the software handles different volatilities 
and market changes in truly robust and consistent ways. Other 
programs I have seen are ok for the entries, but leave users 
on their own for the exits. These programs do not give clear 
indications when to get out if the trade goes wrong or when 
to book profits. AbleTrend, on the other hand, handles the 

following key items well:

1) Early entry

2) Stop loss placement calculated for volatility and  
 not a fixed number.

3) Trailing stops that calculate exits {support / resistance}  
 and keep me in the trend longer than humanly would  
 ever stay in to maximize profits

4) Money Management or size calculation.

Were you able to find good trades during the financial 
crisis? Can you give an example?
I sure can. I was short AUD/USD, GBP/JPY, GBP/USD, and EUR/
USD all at the same time in September and October using 240-
480 minute charts. Most of them gave short signals on about 
October 20th and buy to cover signals on October 27th. I know 
that on GBP/JPY, I booked over 2,000 pips in seven days. The 
others generated gains of 1,100 – 1,500 pips, so that I had 
about 5,000 pips in gains for the week. It was truly unbelievable 
indeed. Using the longer time interval charts was a walk in the 
park. The volatility did not matter because AbleSys software 
got my clients and me into the market very early. It was just a 
matter of how much profit I would have when the storm was 
over. That may have been a once in a lifetime event, but I was 
part of it thanks to AbleSys and my strategy.

Abletrend 7.0 Empowered Me To Create My Own Rule-Based Strategies With  
Back-Testing Without Writing Programming Codes.
Interview with Mike Weingart, MBA, CTA - Using AbleSys Software

Interviewed by Grace Wang, Head of Customer Relations, AbleSys
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Interviewed by Grace Wang, Head of Customer Relations, AbleSys February 2009

30-day trial! 

Trade with the full working version of AbleTrend 7.0 —  
with real money or on paper — for a full 30 days!
Then decide whether you want to keep using AbleTrend 7.0!

Order Online:  
Go to www.ablesys.com 

Your 30-day AbleTrend 7.0 
test drive includes:

· Full working version of AbleTrend 7.0 for a full month
· 4 half-hour one-on-one training consultations (value $200)
· 1-800 number for tech support
· Free Wintick stock-picking system (value: $58)

Copyright © 2009 All Rights Reserved. AbleSys Corporation
1.888.272.16888

See disclaimer on page 3

12 Long-term users around the world, 
novice and experienced traders 

alike, praise AbleTrend! 
“I am a full-time trader, trading QQQQ and the SPY using 1 minute and 5-minute 
chart. I’ve been using AbleSys software for more than 4 years now, since mid 
2004. If any new traders would ask my advice on how to get started in trading, 
the first thing I would do is to introduce AbleTrend, it’s the best out there, in 
terms of effectiveness as a trading software.” 

— A. S., Montreal, Quebec, Canada

“eASCTrend is the first piece of trading software I’ve owned that actually works 
and can consistently make money.” 

— G.C., Perth, Australia 

“By far AbleTrend is rated as one of the best-performing technical analysis 
programs in today’s market. AbleTrend is time tested, outperforming 
competitors for more than four years. The software’s buy and sell signal 
program, in conjunction with our quote service, can guide both novice and 
seasoned traders in obtaining their financial goals.”

— S.W., eSignal, Hayward, CA

“Among all the trading software I bought, AbleTrend 7.0 is the most simple and 
easy to use, and it makes money. I’ve bought many trading software during 
the years. I’ve been using AbleSys software since June 2006, trading E-mini 
S&P500 between 2 to 4 Eastern Time and I am trading 9 contracts. One of the 
helpful services that AbleSys offers is its Tuesday and Thursday free Webinars. 
Just picked up one great idea last week, the Guidance Chart, which helps me to 
scalp the market while stay on top of bigger picture of the market direction.” 

— Dr. Edward Christy

AbleTrend generates certain entry points 
that they call “sweet spots.” If price  
continues in the direction of the sweet  
spot, payoff is big, if price action goes 
against it the risk is minimal
Interview with Mr. Scot Sholl - A trader using AbleTrend 7.0

Mr. Sholl, how long have you been trading? 
A little over 2 years

How long have you been using AbleSys software?
About 2 years

What do you trade? 
Currencies, primarily USDJPY

In your opinion, what are the main differences between 
other software programs and AbleTrend?
Before purchasing AbleTrend, I looked at other software. The 
difference for me was the AbleTrend “Trade Signal Report” feature. 
Other buy/sell software generated signals, but they did not generate a 
back test report. Trading with AbleTrend is like trading with a totally 
objective, successful trader.

What are the most important factors in trading? How does 
AbleTrend help?
Support/ resistance levels and pivot points are critical in trading.  
AbleTrend generates all these critical points in real time and displays 
them. AbleTrend generates certain entry points they call “sweet 
spots.” If price continues in the trend direction of the sweet spots, 
the payoff is big, if price action goes against it the risk is minimal. 
Price action around these sweet spots is critical. It’s amazing how 
price consolidates and bounces off AbleTrend generated support/
resistance levels over and over again.
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